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ABSTRACT 
Pectus excavatum is the most common congenital deformity of the anterior thoracic wall. The surgical correction of such 
deformity, using Nuss procedure, consists in the placement of a personalized convex prosthesis into sub-sternal position 
to correct the deformity. The aim of this work is the CT-scan substitution by ultrasound imaging for the pre-operative 
diagnosis and pre-modeling of the prosthesis, in order to avoid patient radiation exposure. To accomplish this, ultrasound 
images are acquired along an axial plane, followed by a rigid registration method to obtain the spatial transformation 
between subsequent images. These images are overlapped to reconstruct an axial plane equivalent to a CT-slice. A 
phantom was used to conduct preliminary experiments and the achieved results were compared with the corresponding 
CT-data, showing that the proposed methodology can be capable to create a valid approximation of the anterior thoracic 
wall, which can be used to model/bend the prosthesis. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Pectus excavatum is the most common congenital deformity of the anterior thoracic wall, consisting on the abnormal 
growth of the sternum and ribs [1-2]. Nowadays, surgical correction is carried out in children and young adolescents 
through Nuss procedure (minimally invasive surgery) [3-5]. This technique involves a prosthesis placement (metallic 
bar) in sub-sternal position, through two lateral incisions. In most cases, the prosthesis is bended per-operatively, using 
manual tools, however, Vilaça et al. developed a system which automatically models/bends the surgical prosthesis based 
on imagiological information (ribs position and maximum latero-lateral distance) – using Computed Tomography (CT) 
data [6]. Such system ensures a smooth curvature of the surgical prosthesis, a uniform strength distribution over the ribs, 
the creation of a virtual curvature in asymmetric patients, and predicts precisely the correct size of the prosthesis. The 
approach reduces surgery time, providing less discomfort and adaptation time to the patient. 
Currently, thoracic CT-scan is a compulsory exam to characterize the severity of pectus excavatum, but its necessity is 
questioned by some specialists of the medical community. Such opinions are supported by the following arguments:  
• CT-scan submits the patients to unhealthy radiation, which may lead to long-term serious health problems [7,8]; 
• Characterization of pectus excavatum severity is not decisive to screening patients for surgery (using Haller 
index, measured from CT-data), because in a high percentage of cases the surgical correction of pectus 
excavatum is a cosmetic surgery. So, this surgery essentially depends on patient desire to improve his cosmetic 
aspect. The main reason to decide is particularly conditioned by the psychological consequences of such 
deformity in patient life, as social stress, inferiority and insecurity. 
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However, CT-data is indispensable for the automatic prosthesis modeling, bringing this approach, presented in [6], the 
benefits mentioned above. Thus, it is significant, in a short period, to use imaging techniques without radiation to model 
the surgical prosthesis. 
Ultrasound (US) imaging is an interesting alternative to CT-scan, mainly because of economic reasons and it does not 
use ionizing radiation. However, because of its physical acquisition properties, the pixel intensity and imaging feature 
(for different structures) are different between these two imaging modalities. The image quality of US systems (very 
affected by speckle noise) is worse than CT and its field of view is also more limited. Other problems can hinder the 
capacity of US to have the equivalent information as CT; however, the achieved resolution with US system can be 
enough to model the prosthesis. 
This work aims at the use of 2D US images to reconstruct a thoracic wall approximation – similar to CT-slice – for the 
posterior, bending of the thoracic prosthesis for pectus excavatum correction. One technique to reconstruct US images is 
known as freehand US, where the probe is moved by hand, and the resulting sequence of 2D B-scans is registered by 
either intrinsic (image-based) or extrinsic (position sensing) techniques. In this work, one has chosen to use intrinsic 
information to reconstruct an approximation of the anterior thoracic wall. Thus, the images are reconstructed in a 2D 
plane, considering the elevational position of the images constant, since one intends to reproduce the information present 
in an axial plane of the thoracic wall. The registration process is essentially made between 2D/2D images and based on 
in-plane motion. The use of speckle noise reduction to improve the registration process is also explored. The 
reconstruction, based on several B-scan images, is obtained using the transformations from registration. To validate the 
proposed methodology, an ultrasound phantom which simulates a thoracic wall partially was employed. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the methodology used to make the US reconstruction to obtain the 
thoracic wall approximation. Section 3 presents and discusses the results of our methodology for different acquisitions. 
Section 4 presents the concluding remarks. 
 
2. METHODS 
In this section a methodology is presented to obtain an approximation of the axial (also known as horizontal or 
transverse) information of the thoracic wall similar to a CT slice, using US imaging. The developed methodology is 
presented in the following steps: 
 
1) Acquisition of an images sequence along the transverse plane which included the point just before the greatest 
depression point of the sternum – were the prosthesis will be placed. 
2) Selection of a region of interest on the images to ensure an increase in the correlation between two consecutive 
images.  
3) Application of speckle noise reduction (based on Coherence-enhancing Anisotropic Diffusion filtering) to 
decrease the speckle noise, decrease the influence of the out-of-plane motion decorrelation and enhance the 
structure features on image. With this step it is expected to improve the following step. 
4) Application of rigid image registration (based on block-matching algorithm) to obtain transformations between 
consecutives images. 
5) Reconstruction of the approximation of a thoracic wall slice based on computation of the rigid registration 
transformations and US images. 
 
2.1 Image Acquisition 
The image acquisition was initiated in the mid-axillary line and followed the axial plane of the body, ending at the other 
mid-axillary line (the elevational variation of the probe was considered do not change between images). The 2D probe 
was positioned and moved to be in the same axial plane during the scan (Figure 1). Such allowed scanning the anterior 
thoracic wall and it is expected to get ribs position and the maximum latero-lateral distance. This information shall be 
necessary for modeling the prosthesis according to [6]. 
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Figure 1. Image of a transverse, horizontal or axial plane of a CT-scan which is used to describe the image acquisition 
step to obtain a sequence of B-scan images. The blue line represents a frontal plane intersecting the mid-axillary 
lines (view from the top, orange dots), which are the beginning and ending zones of the image acquisition. The 
yellow line represents the trajectory of the probe and the green square indicates the field of view of the US probe. 
In the end, an US images sequence is acquired. 
 
2.2 Selection of a region of interest 
Initial studies (based on registration errors) revealed that to increase the correlation between US images, it must be 
eliminated 25% of the bottom of the acquired images for our procedure and our US system. This coincides with [9], 
which presents that the decorrelation between consecutive US images are higher in the top and in the bottom of the 
image, being much higher in the bottom. 
 
2.3 Speckle noise reduction 
Speckle is known as the grainy appearance that occurs on US images. It is a characteristic that arises from the coherent 
accumulation of random scatterers (structures smaller than the wavelength of the US wave), so this image artifact is 
produced by the constructive and destructive interference of such scattered signals [10, 11]. Such scatterers cause 
differences in gray levels which do not correspond to the real structure and decrease intensity at boundaries between 
media of different acoustic impedance, reducing the image quality [12]. 
The acquired images were pre-processed with a filter for speckle noise reduction. The main purpose of this step was to 
increase the accuracy of the registration. The used filter was based on Coherence-enhancing Anisotropic Diffusion 
filtering [13]. It combines concepts of nonlinear diffusion filtering with orientation analysis by means of the structure 
tensor. Anisotropic diffusion filtering with a diffusion tensor evolves the initial image under an evolution equation: 
 
t
I
w
w
 = ).( ID  (1) 
where ),( txI is the evolving image, t  denotes the diffusion time, and D is the diffusion tensor, a positive definite 
symmetric matrix that may be adapted to the local image structure. Equation (1) can be solved numerically using finite 
differences. The expression k ji
k
ji IA ,,  is a discretization of ).( ID , where k jiI ,  denotes the approximation of 
),( txI  in the pixel ),( ji  at the time Wk , where W is the time step size, and k jiA ,  is a mask which varies spatially and 
temporally when it is convolved with the image.  
The coherence filtering was chosen from among others, as adaptive filters (Frost, Lee, Kuan), Speckle Reducing 
Anisotropic Diffusion (SRAD) and also from different schemes that can be used from it (Implicit Discretization, 
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Standard Discretization, Nonnegativity Discretization, Optimized Derivative Kernels and Rotation Invariant). To 
calculate the best filter, the achieved errors with image registration were used, after applying several controlled 
transformations. Therefore, the selected filter is a Nonnegativity Discretization scheme from the Coherence-enhancing 
filtering (Figure 2-B). 
 
 
Figure 2. A. Original image. B. Filtered image using Nonnegativity Discretization scheme from Coherence-enhancing 
Anisotropic Diffusion filtering. 
 
2.4  Image Registration 
 
 
Figure 3. Rigid registration method. The block-matching algorithm, which computes the local displacement vectors of 
the image, is the foundation of registration process. The most coherent vectors are chosen from a multi-scale 
scheme through robust estimation. In the end, each operation originates a transformation matrix. 
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B-scan images were registered using a rigid registration technique, based on block-matching algorithm, presented in 
[14]. The algorithm assumes that two successive images are not perfectly equivalent from an anatomical point of view. It 
only assumes local similarities. 
These local similarities are computed, through block-matching algorithm, dividing the floating image )1( +nI  in 
several blocks and trying to find in reference image )(nI the best-matched block inside a search area, using a normalized 
cross-correlation (NCC) as similarity measure (Figure 3). Then, this method tries to find the rigid transformation that 
matches a maximum of similar regions. So, the transformation is based on the computation of local displacement vectors 
between two images. 
The rigid transformation is then estimated from these matches through a robust regression problem. Instead of being 
averaged over all the displacements, the transformation is calculated by the majority of matches. It is also important to 
refer that a multi-scale scheme is used to deal with large displacements and increase the accuracy; this is based on 
finding the correct displacement vectors using images with different resolutions. It was calculated that only 75% of the 
total displacement vectors are used to compute the rigid transformation, using such approach the outliers are eliminated. 
So, this image registration method takes as input two images with the same dimensions ( )(nI  and )1( +nI ) and as 
output the transformation nnT o+1  which aligns )1( +nI  with )(nI . The transformation matrix has two in-plane motion 
components, translation in x and y ),( yxt  and rotation around the z axis )(TzR . 
 
2.5 Thoracic wall slice reconstruction 
The reconstruction of the thoracic wall, using ultrasound images, is done by applying the transformation matrices to the 
corresponding images. As shown in figure 4, for each image (except for the first) it will be associated with a 
transformation. To reconstruct the axial plane from several ultrasound images, the transformations which are above the 
present transformation must be applied. This allowed the correct localization of a single image (in the space) relatively to 
previous images, being the first image the main reference. As images are superimposed, a process of transparency was 
used, being assigned a weight to the gray level of the pixel present on specific image position and to the pixel that is 
superimposed in that location. 
 
 
Figure 4. Reconstruction of the axial plane using several B-scan images and transformations associated to each image. 
To obtain a complete reconstruction, it is necessary to apply each transformation to its own image taking into 
account the transformations which are before the current image. The first scanned image does not suffer any 
transformation, it is considered the reference. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The used images for the reconstruction of a portion of thoracic wall from ultrasound B-mode images were acquired using 
the Vivid3 Ultrasound System (GE, Medical Systems).  
A 10MHz linear probe/transducer was used to scan images along an axial plane of the thoracic wall. The scan was made 
with an acquisition rate of 11 B-scans per second. The images were stored into DICOM format. 
 
 
Figure 5. Different acquisition approaches. A. Procedure using ultrasonic gel to acquire images from a phantom. B. 
Procedure using the phantom submerged in water. C. Procedure using the phantom submerged in water with probe 
supported by metallic support. D. 3D representation of CT-scan of the phantom. 
 
Results were achieved using acquired images from a phantom (Ultrasound Examination Training Model “ABDFAN” - 
Kyoto Kagaku Co., Ltd). The axial plane reconstructions were compared with their corresponding slices from a CT-scan 
of the phantom (Figure 5 - D). The CT-scan resolution is 512×512×242 with voxel dimensions of 0.684×0.684×1mm, 
consequently, the compared CT-slices were resized according to the image resolution of each US acquisition. 
There were used two different approaches to obtain the reconstructions, where different mediums to conduct the acoustic 
waves between the probe and “skin” were used. One was based on ultrasonic acoustic gel (Figure 5 – A), and the other 
was based on water, where the phantom was submerged (Figure 5 – B and C). 
To compare the influence of speckle noise reduction in this methodology, in the following sub-sections are presented and 
compared the reconstructions results with and without speckle filtering. 
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3.1 Procedure using ultrasonic gel 
In this sub-section, the images were acquired using ultrasonic gel as medium, and the scan was performed as it is 
presented in our methodology. The US image resolution was 0.125×0.125mm per pixel in x and y directions with 5cm of 
depth (in y direction). 
The results are present in figure 6 with two different reconstructions, one by unfiltered images and the other with speckle 
noise reduction. The results showed some differences. The position of the bone structures was the main problem, 
however phantom curvature was well reached, mainly in the filtered image. Some differences between US reconstruction 
and CT-slice may occur because of differences in CT-slice thickness and the beam thickness (elevational resolution) of 
the US probe. Due to previous feature, and as the acquisition is done using freehand technique (more instability), the 
acquired information with US probe tends to reach more volume. Thus, different information from different planes of the 
CT can be present in the US reconstruction. However, as the prosthesis modulation is extrapolated from some CT-slices 
to bend the prosthesis (with 13mm of thickness); reaching more volume does not influence the automatic system. 
 
 
Figure 6. Axial plane reconstructions, from procedure using ultrasonic gel, superimposed with CT-data. Violet 
structures represent the bone structures of the phantom and red structure represents the total constitution of the 
phantom on a CT-slice. A. Unfiltered images. B. Speckle noise reduction by Coherence-enhancing filtering (Non-
negativity Discretization scheme). 
 
Increasing the frame rate could be also a solution to infer correctly the ribs and the sternum, because the decorrelation 
between subsequent images would be lesser, as it is presented in [9] and [15]. Nevertheless, our US system presented 
some limitation in temporal resolution. 
Also, other artifacts occurred frequently; the most common is the incorrect contact between surface and probe when the 
scan is performed. This brought to ultrasound image high black areas and the reverberation artifact in the top of the 
image, giving less information to the registration process.  
So, primary it was tried to use water to eliminate this artifact. Correspondingly, it was possible to evaluate the 
performance of the methodology when the probe is not in direct contact with the skin, eliminating also the related artifact 
caused by probe pressure. These results are presented in the following sub-section. 
 
3.2 Procedure using water (submerged) 
Therefore, in this step the images were acquired by submerging the phantom in water. The ultrasound image resolution 
was 0.150×0.150mm per pixel in x and y directions with 6cm of depth, for all acquisitions. This procedure was 
conducted to understand whether the errors presented in the previous sub-section are related to the direct contact between 
the probe and the phantom surface. 
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The results showed that using water as a medium to conduct the acoustic waves helps the plane reconstruction. Bone 
structures (ribs and sternum), curvature, internal (“pleura”) and external boundaries (“skin”) are well defined and 
positioned using this approach. However, as images present in figure 7 were acquired without any support or contact 
(just moving and following the external surface away), and the induced instability decreased the registration process. The 
probe instability can induce to higher transformations and decorrelations that the registration algorithm cannot compute.  
 
 
Figure 7. Axial plane reconstructions, from submerged phantom, superimposed with CT-data. Violet structures 
represent the bone structures of the phantom and red structure represents the total constitution of the phantom on a 
CT-slice. A. Unfiltered images. B. Speckle noise reduction by Coherence-enhancing filtering (Non-negativity 
Discretization scheme). 
 
Thus, to reduce the instability, the influence of acquiring images with a mechanical support was studied and the results 
are presented in figure 8. Using a support to acquire images, it was improved the image reconstruction and when they are 
compared with their correspondent CT-slices, the structures present on image are very similar, both in size and shape. 
Small structure differences present on image can be related to the propagation time of the sound wave in different 
mediums and also due to other reasons presented previously. It is important to mention that this acquisition is done by 
following the surface in rectilinear way (figure 5 - C) and it is observable that bone structures, which appear deeper on 
ultrasound image, are not visible. So, it is important to explore this solution, drawing and building a support that helps 
the probe to follow the chest curvature and at the same time give the stability to improve the registration step presented 
in methodology. Capture the chest curvature, with the probe in the perpendicular position relatively to “skin”, is very 
important because the US waves are attenuated in bone structures and the shadow produced above the rib can be used as 
a feature to enhance them [16-20], and such only occurs if US beam is perpendicular to bone surface. 
Lastly, it is also important to mention that the registration was improved using the image filtering method used in this 
work, being more evident in figures 6 and 7 than in figure 8. However, it can be notice that having more stability in 
acquisition augment the correlation between images and errors are lesser, as it is expected when are used speckle-
tracking methods, as block-matching. 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
This work presents a methodology to reconstruct an approximation of the axial plane of the thoracic wall through several 
B-scan ultrasound images. The main purpose of such methodology is to replace the CT-scan and its associated radiation 
from the pectus excavatum correction. Nowadays CT-scan allows the prosthesis personalization for each patient using 
the system developed by Vilaça et al. Using US imaging, it is possible to avoid the associated problem of radiation and 
acquire the necessary anatomical information of the thoracic wall. The spatial information of the ribs will be used in the 
automatic model/bend of the thoracic prosthesis. However, it is necessary to get equivalent accuracy given by the CT-
scan. 
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Figure 8. Axial plane reconstructions, from submerged phantom using a mechanical support for two different planes, 
superimposed with CT-data. A. Unfiltered images of the first plane. B. Speckle noise reduction by Coherence-
enhancing filtering (Non-negativity Discretization scheme) of the first plane. C. Unfiltered images of the second 
plane. D. Speckle noise reduction by Coherence-enhancing filtering (Non-negativity Discretization scheme) of the 
second plane. 
 
Preliminary results from a phantom reveal that present methodology can give an approximation of the external thoracic 
wall information. The best results were obtained with images submerged in water. The results also revealed that 
reconstructions using the proposed filtering method present better matching between US reconstructions and CT. 
However, when the support was used to acquire images, the differences are not so evident. This means that acquisition 
approach is important to improve image reconstruction, because having more stability in acquisition the correlation 
between images is improved. Nevertheless, it is relevant to mention that such solution could be not valid to use in 
clinical cases, because it could be difficult to create conditions to submerge human bodies in water and also have 
supporters to assist the image acquisition. However, our solution can be less expensive and easy to implement than 
sensing freehand techniques (with a position sensor), yet it can infer in-plane motion and out-of-plane motion [21]. So, to 
demonstrate the viability of our solution, it is necessary to develop a mechanical system which brings more stability to 
the acquired images and follows the curvature of the thoracic wall. To improve and to turn it more robust, it should be 
introduced in the image reconstruction more complex algorithms based on image features as: speckle decorrelation, 
estimation of the out-of-plane motion, non-rigid registration, etc. [9, 15, 22-25]. 
Once when the reconstruction system is validated, reconstructions should be performed in vivo with patients with pectus 
excavatum. Bone segmentation has to be associated to this methodology to enhance the presence of ribs and to be 
possible to model the prosthesis using their surface points. To compare the accuracy of ultrasound reconstruction and 
CT, comparisons should be performed between modeled prosthesis by these two imaging modalities. 
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